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1612 to 2002
LA CATHÉDRALE NOTRE-DAME, conçue vers 1163 par MAURICE DE SULLY, évêque de PARIS, fut achevée un siècle et demi plus tard, vers 1345.

NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS
L'ÎLE DE LA CITÉ

LE PONT-NEUF est le plus ancien des 32 ponts qui franchissent la SEINE. Achevé sous HENRI IV, c'est le premier pont pavé de PARIS, sans maisons et bordé de trottoirs.
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Dear,

There's so much to tell about this place that I thought I'd send you the whole island to look at.

Catalina Island is only a half-hour ride from Los Angeles and the capital of the world. The official is so proud of the unusual variety of fish that he says it will appeal to everyone. They call it Fish that Feed on Fish. The Magic is that you can see the fish on your own boat. The sense of the dance at the Casino is also famous. This is where you get the famous meals for more than 50. You can go in a glass-bottom boat and watch the Submarine Gardens or swim with the whales and other sea life. Come out and see it some time.

Yours truly,
[Signature]

P.S. 3217 Beach Blvd.
The Treaty of Trianon gave:
Le traité de Trianon a donné:

19.1% CZECHOSLOVAKIA

1.2% AUSTRIA

19.4% JUGOSLAVIA

62,222 km²
1,066,824 Hungarians

4,020 km²
26,225 Hungarians

103,093 km²
1,663,576 Hungarians
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Il Trattato di Trianon ha dato:
Der Vertrag von Trianon gab:

62,222 km²
1,066,824 Hungarians

4,020 km²
26,225 Hungarians

103,093 km²
1,663,576 Hungarians
The Treaty of Trianon gave:
Le traité de Trianon a donné:
Il Trattato di Trianon ha dato:
Der Vertrag von Trianon gab:

AUSTRIA

4,020 □ km.
26,225 Hungarians

HUNGARIA 896–1918.

BUDAPEST

62,222 □ km.
1,066,824 Hungarians

JUGOSLAVIA

1947

63,113 □ km.
571,735 Hungarians

103,093 □ km.
1,663,576 Hungarians
In 1836, the People of Texas won their independence from Mexico & formed the Republic of Texas. In 1845, Texas accepted annexation by the United States & was admitted to the Union as the 28th state.

Dear John,

Here’s this for your collection - I kept it away from termites.

The sand and warm and very busy here, will we be back in Chicago. Stay well. Regards to Misty. Kemp.
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Hier abziehen. Taes av herfra. Detach here.
Thought from France
Whole day ride to Loual, where lunch is taken with a farmer and his wife. Wonderful flowers in the front yard. Souillac is 20k south.
"It's Fine To Ride on 69"
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GORLEY'S HOTEL AND LAKE, LOCATED 11 MILES EAST OF UNIONTOWN, PA.

DESCEND ALL HILLS IN SECOND GEAR

SHOWING MOUNTAINS ALTITUDE ON NATIONAL HIGHWAY.
This is Carlsbad Caverns
National Park - New Mexico

The 600 ft high 1962 World's Fair Space Needle (inset, far right) illustrates comparative height to the depth of the caverns in this cut-away diagram. Dotted lines show cavern depths from ground level.
THAT’S TEXAS, WHERE THE MEN GROW TALL
WHERE THEY GREET YOU WITH A “HOW YOU ALL”
BUT THAT MAP MAKER SHORE DID HAVE HIS GALL
TO MAKE TEXAS LOOK SO DOG GONE SMALL
YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE IN THIS WORLD FOR ME.
THE WAYWARD HILLS and Beyond
DRAWN BY ME AND MR SHEPARD HELPED
HOW THE SUPER-FAMILY CAME TO EARTH FROM KRYPTON

ORBIT OF KRYPTO'S SPACE-CAPSULE, SENT UP TO CIRCLE KRYPTON BEFORE IT EXPLODED. DRIFTED TO EARTH YEARS LATER.

FLOCK OF GREEN KRYPTONITE METEORS, HEADING TOWARD EARTH, WENT THROUGH A CRIMSON COSMIC CLOUD.

... AND EMERGED AS RED KRYPTONITE.

ARGO CITY. SURVIVED KRYPTON EXPLOSION AND WANDERED IN SPACE. ROCKET WITH SUPERGIRL WAS SHOT FROM ARGO TOWARD EARTH YEARS LATER. SUPERGIRL HAD NO POWERS THEN, DUE TO KRYPTON'S RED SUN.

RUNAWAY ASTEROID. SCENE OF SUPERBABY'S FIRST FEAT! TOOK PLACE IN OUR SOLAR SYSTEM, WHICH HAS A YELLOW SUN. YELLOW SUN GAVE THE INFANT SUPER-POWERS.

HISTORIC ACCIDENT. SUPERBABY'S ROCKET JARS AGAINST AN ALIEN SPACE CRAFT LADED WITH WEIRD MACHINES. ONE OF THESE CREATED A DUPLICATE OF SUPERBABY, WHICH GREW UP TO BECOME SUPER-MENACE.

ANOTHER OF NUMEROUS GREEN KRYPTONITE METEOR SWARMS WHICH SCATTERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE.
C. S. Lewis
(1898-1963)
Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, literary scholar, critic and author of the “Narnia” books, The Screwtape Letters, and The Allegory of Love. A friend of Tolkien and a member of the Inklings group, his life story was dramatised in the play and later the film “Shadowlands”
MAP
Shewing the Course of the TRUELOVE RIVER.

TRUELOVE RIVER
- Evasion Rapids
- Valley of Disdain
- Determination Hills
- Misery Marsh
- Pity Bend
- Angelsina R.
- Falls of Dislike
- Indifference Hill
- Opposition Bend
- Angrysire
- Separation Deep
- Contentment Valley
- Correspondence Outlet
- Despair Marsh
- Rich rival Bend
- Sinking
- Fathersheart
- Convalescence
- License Channel

ALTAR BAY
- Honeymoon Island
- Ring Cape
- SEA OF MATRIMONY

TRUELOVE CROSSING
- Sentimental Meadow
- Kissing Ford
- Friendship Corner
- Beyond Range

TRUELOVE RIVER
- Bannishe
- Nameday

SICKBED
- License

Lovers miles
Jennifer Bartlett

Conceptual Cartography: New Works
COMING SOON

The UNOFFICIAL OLD ROUTE 66 MOBILE INFORMATION CENTER
(Piloted by) R. Waldmire

Will be passing through

SOMETIME AROUND VINTAGE, RUST-FREE, 1972 VW VAN — A VIRTUAL "BILLBOARD ON WHEELS"!
Will be heading, via peddling RT. 66 maps, bird's-eye view posters, prints & postcards (for nominal fees!), and dispensing bioregional information (for free!). Available (occasionally) for: jaw-boning, story-swapping, information-sharing & interviewing.

And remember, wherever you go, go safe, go slow, and make your plans to venture west, take the slow lane. It's the best, go get those kicks on old 66!

Small is beautiful • Old is beautiful • Slow is beautiful • Safe is beautiful
Dwight, Illinois

(Alt. 657 ft.) In this view facing north, the early built in 1932 as a Texaco station, the service is now Becker Marathon, owned & operated by Phil Becker & family, since 1963.

Adjacent to the station is an old block ice building. The original cottage-style station is still intact, & includes inside & outside restrooms with their original signs. A 2-bay garage was added to the station. During 66s "heyday" - in the 40's & 50's - the station stayed open 24 hours. So, go back in time, & gas up here!

Dwight - est. in 1854 when the Chicago & Alton R.R. arrived - features many 66-era structures, & an old brick downtown with the restored 1892 R.R. Depot. This peaceful town has 3 66 alignments to explore: the "city 66" alignment, which follows the tracks into town; the early 2-lane by-pass (1930s); & the 4-lane by-pass (1953).
The Statue of Liberty... is actually in New Jersey!
Dad- 

last one I
found - it's a
little cheesey
but a map more
the less.

Faith

John Long
618 Brookwood
Olympia Fields, IL 60461

USA
MONTEREY CANYON

Monterey Canyon is the largest submarine canyon on the west coast of the continental United States. It is one of the largest submarine canyons in America. Monterey Canyon starts just 100 yards off the beach in Moss Landing and extends more than 80 miles offshore.

1/17/11

Does this count as a map? Yours,
call Paul

The non-profit Monterey Bay Aquarium on Cannery Row is the choice of peers and public alike as the finest aquarium in the nation. Innovative permanent exhibits explore the mysteries of life in the nation’s largest marine sanctuary. Special exhibits tell the stories of sea creatures from around the world.

© 2005 Monterey Bay Aquarium Foundation
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